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The most memorable and productive meeting and learning activities share a common element:
participation.
By providing electronic feedback between students and instructor, interactive meetings:
Maximize group members attention by providing a visual and physical stimulus
Increase participant comprehension
Provide immediate feedback between instructor and students
Improve participant recall
DIGIVOTE®Xpress is a wireless Response System that has proven:

Reliability
Keypads are small and lightweight, housed tough plastic casings. Additionally, the keypads are powered by two
replaceable AAA batteries so you can avoid the costs and logistics associated with recharging racks.

Simplicity
Two-way infrared design helps you avoid messy wires. Simply pass out the keypads, turn on your PC running the
Xpress software and infrared receiver, and run your interactive session. It’s that easy.

Flexibility
Portable components let you immediately turn any room into a meeting facility. Unlike many other products,
DIGIVOTE®Xpress is supported by a wide variety of multimedia presentation, entertainment, market research,
decision making, classroom management, and teleconferencing applications. Multiple IR receivers can be added
by an optional IR hub to increase range and performance.

Functional Summary
The keypad is a lightweight cordless handheld device that provides data interactivity in a variety of presentation
and learning environments.
The DIGIVOTE® system uses a very unique infrared frequency technology in the keypad to transform the group
experience from a one-way information flow to a dynamic two-way information flow that has been proven to
provide higher attention and retention rates
.
The Keypad allows users to participate in the interactive process by responding to multiple choice questions and
viewing the results of the group response on a monitor or projection screen. The collected data identifies the
understanding of the group and, as appropriate, its teams and individual users. In addition to the visual display,
the system tabulates, sorts, and stores responses for post-session analysis and printing.
BRÄHLER ICS is committed to continually improving its products and so reserves the right to make technical modifications without notice.
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The DIGIVOTE®Xpress System – plug and vote
DIGIVOTE®Xpress Starter Kit:
30 voting units *
1 instructor’s keypad with laser pointer
external power supply
cable for RS232-interface (COM)
Xpress® software
Manuals for hardware and software
Briefcase storage for up to 50 keypads plus
all other components
* Up to 300 keypads may be used in a single system

DIGIVOTE®Xpress Handset:
Impact-resistant cover
6 alphanumeric buttons plus “Buzz In*”
Instructor keypad includes buttons for slide
navigation, start/stop,“Buzz In” plus a
built-in laser pointer
signal transmission LED
* Buzz In allows fastest-finger-first questions, ie. first person who presses their Buzz In button
has an amount of time to answer the question alone.

DIGIVOTE®Xpress Receiver:
Two-way infrared communication
Universal wall bracket
RJ-45 (CAT5) connection to PC and/or
optional IR Hub for receiver expansion
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